In addition to predicting parallel performance, pp measures many aspects of a program's dynamic behavior. This paper presents measurements of six substantial programs. These results indicate that the three symbolic (nonnumeric) programs differ substantially from the numeric programs and, as a consequence, cannot be automatically parallelized with the same compilation techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION ROGRAMMERS often want to know whether a program P would benefit from parallel execution. Currently, the only way to answer this question is to write a parallel version of the program and execute it on a parallel computer. This approach has several disadvantages. First, it requires a parallel program. Writing such a program, or even modifying a sequential program to run concurrently, requires considerable effort. Authors of parallel programming tools, such as compilers, are often in the similar situation of wanting to know whether a large class of programs (e.g., Fortran or C programs) would benefit from parallel execution and which features inhibit parallelism. Again, this information is difficult to collect without expending considerable effort in writing a compiler or other programming tool.
Another disadvantage of implementing a parallel version of a program is that its speed on a parallel computer says little about the inherent parallelism of its algorithms or data structures. Implementation details may hobble the program's performance. Errors of this kind are difficult to detect and correct because the program functions correctly. A programmer needs detailed information about loop speedups and data dependences to identify portions of the program that fail to take proper advantage of parallelism [18] . Few tools provide this information.
This paper presents a simple, mechanizable technique for estimating a program's potential speed improvement on a parallel computer and for understanding inherent limits on its parallel performance. The technique requires no additional programming and minimal effort by the program's author. To begin, a typical execution of a sequential program is traced by a program tracing system, such as AE or qpt [13], [4] . qpt uses innovative techniques to reduce the cost of tracing and the size of trace files, so long executions can be economically measured. The trace serves as input to a parallelism analyzer (pp), which determines the potential speedup of the program. pp also measures and reports many characteristics of the program-for example, the dynamic size of loop bodies, number of loop iterations, and frequency and location of loopcarried data dependences-that form a basis for understanding and improving parallel execution.
This paper contains measurements produced by pp of six substantial programs. Three are nonnumeric or symbolic applications and two are array-manipulating (numeric) programs. The sixth is an optimization program that performs many floating-point operations, but manipulates a graph data structure. Its behavior falls between the two groups and it can be classified as a symbolic numeric application. The measurements demonstrate that, at least for these applications, the classic numeric, array-manipulating programs differ greatly from the other programs primarily in the number and size of loop iterations and secondarily in the quantity and quality of loop-carried data dependences. The differences argue that the parallel compilation techniques developed for Fortran programs will not work for symbolic programs. Needless to say, this technique has limitations. Since the analysis is driven by a program trace, it reflects a particular execution of the program and does not predict the program's dependences or performance with other input data. The severity of the problem depends on the program. Programs with data-dependent control and data dependences are difficult to characterize from execution. Other programs-for example, matrix multiplication-in which parallel performance is a function of input size are easily understood from a small number of executions. Of course, every speedup measurement, including those from parallel programs running on parallel computers, share this drawback.
In addition, the parallelism analyzer incorporates a particular parallel execution model and does not identify alternative models that better suit a particular program. The model in 1045-9219/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE this paper is the one commonly used for Fortran: loop-level parallelism in which a loop's iterations execute concurrently. The analyzer is parameterized by a simulated parallel machine's characteristics. This paper assumes a very idealized parallel computer with an unbounded number of processors, uniform memory-access cost, and free synchronization. These characteristics are parameters that can be easily changed. However, together they form an optimistic model that ensures that the estimated parallelism is an upper bound on a program's performance on any computer. More realistic models would better predict a program's performance on a given computer. However, by limiting the parallelism, these models obscure some of the large differences between minimally and highly parallel programs.
Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the analysis currently does not fully account for the benefits from changes and optimizations that a compiler or a programmer could employ to produce a better parallel program. For example, a programmer may replace an algorithm by a more easily parallelized one. Or, a programmer or compiler may rewrite a routine to eliminate loop-carried data dependences caused by storage reuse. pp can estimate an upper bound on the benefit of the latter type of optimization by ignoring particular data dependences under the assumption that a programmer or compiler can eliminate them. The effects of other optimizations, such as changing an algorithm or interchanging loops, are difficult to predict. This paper contains five sections. The next section briefly discusses related work. Section 111 describes the parallel execution model. Section IV shows how pp analyzes a program's parallelism. Section V presents measurements of six sizable programs and characterizes the differences between numeric and symbolic programs. Finally, Section VI illustrates the effects of optimization on these programs.
RELATED WORK
Several lines of research are related to this work. The first is previous efforts to determine the parallelism in programs. Sarkar directly measured basic block execution frequencies and used the results to estimate the execution time of portions of a program. The PTRAN parallel compiler uses this information to partition the program for parallel execution [20] . Unlike PTRAN, pp does not estimate a program's execution cost or compile a parallel program. Instead, it measures the program's sequential behavior-and other features such as its memory reference pattern-and uses this data to estimate how the program would execute on a parallel computer.
Several groups have built tools for tracing parallel programs. TRAPEDS is a system that traces the memory reference pattern of programs running on a parallel computer [22] . MPTrace produces address traces of programs running on shared-memory multiprocessors [7] . Both systems capture the memory reference behavior in parallel programs. Unlike pp, they do not record program structures (such as loops) that would permit them to simulate a program's behavior on other computers or under other parallel execution models. Also, pp's tracing mechanism is more efficient than either system's, which permits tracing longer program executions.
The Rice Parallel Processing Testbed (RPPT) [5] has goals similar to pp. This tool traces a parallel program and drives a parallel computer simulator from the resulting trace. The major differences are that RPPT requires the original program to be written for a parallel machine and permits a programmer to investigate changes to the computer architecture and assignment of processes and data to processors. pp uses a simpler model of the underlying computer but captures more information about a program. This detail permits pp to simulate a sequential program's execution under a variety of parallel execution models.
Nicolau and Fisher used a technique similar to pp's to estimate the instruction-level parallelism available to a VLIW computer [19] . They ran their programs on a detailed simulator for a hypothetical computer, which limited the size and duration of the programs. They also sought a much finer grain of parallelism and did not attempt to characterize the structure or dependences in the programs.
Kumar's aims in studying the parallel execution of Fortran programs were similar to this research, but he employed a different technique [12] . His COMET system modifies Fortran programs so they dynamically calculate the earliest time at which a statement could execute while satisfying its control and flow dependences. The modified program reported the number of concurrently-executing statements. COMET, unlike pp, assumes all statements execute in unit time and ignores anti-and output dependences. COMET also presumes a finegrain, almost dataflow, granularity of parallelism, rather than pp's loop-level parallelism. COMET also does not collect information about a program's structure or behavior.
Austin and Sohi measured the instruction-level parallelism in the SPEC benchmark suite with a trace-driven technique similar to the one described in this paper [3] . They simulated a dataflow-like execution model in which instructions execute as soon as their input values are computed. Although similar in methodology and test cases, their results are incomparable to the ones in this paper because of the different models of parallelism.
The earlier version of this paper [15] reached conclusions similar to those in this paper, but differed in several important respects. First, the earlier work used a different C compiler (gcc) than the current paper (MIPS's cc). The current compiler is more aggressive in unrolling loops, which reduces the programs' execution time and loop-level parallelism. In addition, the tracing system used in the previous paper (AE) only traced C programs for which source was available. The current tracing system (qpt) traces an entire program, including library routines. In addition, AE did not trace dependences carried through registers. Again, this shortcoming has been corrected.
Maydan, Hennessy, and Lam used the earlier version of pp to measure the effectiveness of a static compiler algorithm for detecting loop-carried dependences [ 171. They compared pp's measurements of actual dependences against the conservative analysis of dependence reported by their algorithm.
Work on compiling numeric programs is too well-known and diverse to cite here (however, Wolfe or Zima and Chapman are a good survey [23] , [24] ). Work on compiling symbolic programs has primarily focused on developing techniques appropriate to languages such as Lisp [Y). [ l l ] , [14] . However, the early work of Lee, Kruskal, and Kuck confirms this paper's conclusions. They applied a parallelizing Fortran compiler (Parafrase) to a collection of nonnumeric algorithms 1161. They found that most nonnumeric programs cannot be automatically parallelized unless they were rewritten to use a parallel algorithm and expressed in a form that Parafrase could analyze.
PARAI.L,EI. EXECUTION MODEL
This paper concentrates exclusively on parallel loop execution and ignores other opportunities for parallelism.' The idealized execution model used by pp assumes an unbounded number of parallel processors that communicate and synchronize at no cost through a uniform-cost shared memory. Each loop iteration runs on a separate processor. A loop's iterations begin simultaneously when the loop starts executing. Synchronization introduces delays to serialize loop-carried data dependences.2 If statement S1 conflicts with statement 5'2 in a later iteration. then synchronization delays the memory reference in S2 until S1 reads or writes the common memory location. A loop terminates when all iterations complete, so its parallel speedup is the ratio of time to execute the loop sequentially to the time spent in the iteration with the longest combined delay and execution time. Fig. 1 illustrates this mode!, which is Cytron's doacross scheduling [6] .
Iv. ANALYZING PARALLEI.ISM q p t is a program tracing system that economically collects detailed, semantically-annotated traces of a program's instruction and data memory references. q p t differs from However. the framework described helow can accommodate other parallel execution strategies--for example, fine-grained data flow --by modifying the analyzer.
'Three types of data dependences constrain parallel execution. A flow dependence arises when a location is written then read. The other two dependences are storage-related and occur when a location is reused. An anti-dependence arises when a location is read then written. Finally an output dependence arises when a location is written twice in succession Two statements that participate in a dependence conflrcr with each other.
A dependence is loop-carried if the two conflicting statements execute in different iterations of a loop.
other tracing system because it uses two techniques, optimal tracing and abstract execution [4] , (131, to reduce the size of trace files and the overhead cost of tracing. In addition, q p t annotates traces with semantic information about the programming language constructs in which an instruction belongs. For example, q p t identifies the first instruction executed in a loop and the first instruction executed in each iteration of the loop. q p t identifies these instructions by performing a compiler-like, static analysis of the program [l] . q p t divides program tracing into two phases. In the first phase. q p t inserts minimal tracing code into a program by rewriting its executable file. As the modified program executes, it writes out a record of significant events (not a full trace). This record is orders of magnitude smaller than the full trace. Later, a trace regeneration routine (which q p t automatically produces) is linked to a trace-consuming application. The regeneration code reads the significant event trace and regenerates a full trace from it.
The parallelism analyzer (pp) receives a stream of events from the trace regeneration routine. These events indicate: an instruction execution (with its address, execution time in cycles, and accessed registers); a read or write of a memory location (with its address); the initiation, iteration, and termination o f a loop (with a unique loop identifier); entry and exit of a function (with its address); or allocation and deallocation of memory.
pp simulates the parallel execution of a program's loops with the aid of two data structures: the loop nest and conflict table. The loop nest is a stack of loop descriptors (top half of Fig. 2) . This stack contains a descriptor for every uncompleted loop. When a loop begins execution, a new descriptor is pushed onto the nest. When a loop terminates, its descriptor is popped. 1,oop descriptors record the nesting structure of loops by maintaining a pointer to the surrounding loop and recording the iteration of this loop in which they were spawned.
When a loop terminates, pp records a wealth of information about the loop, such as: how many times it executed, the execution cost of each iteration, and the number and distance of the loop-carried dependences.
pp's other major data structure is conflict descriptors, which helps detect loop-carried data dependences by recording accesses to locations. These descriptors preserve the time and loop iterations of the last read or write access to a memory location or register. On each access to a location or register, pp compares the values stored in the location's descriptor (from the previous access) against the current time and loop to detect loop-carried data dependence^.^ For example, consider detecting loop-carried flow dependences. On a read of a location, pp examines the loop iterations in which the location was last modified. If the location was written in a different iteration than the one currently executing, the closest loop surrounding both iterations has a loop-carried flow dependence. At a conflict, pp uses the access times to calculate the delay necessary to ensure that the location would not be read until after it is written. pp maintains a data structure called the conflict table, which is a hash table that maps a memory address to a conflict descriptor (bottom half of Fig. 2 ). Conflict descriptors for registers are stored separately, in a vector indexed by register number.
The algorithm for finding loop-carried data dependences is:
On a read of location M :
1. Record read time and iteration.
2. Find the loop in the nest, L, that is the least-common ancestor of the current iteration and the last write iteration.
If the read and write occur in different iterations of L ,
then record a Flow Dependence.
On a write to location M :
1. Record write time and iteration.
2. Find the loop, L, that is the least-common ancestor of current iteration and last read iteration.
then record an Anti-Dependence.
4.
Find the loop, L, that is the least-common ancestor of current iteration and last write iteration.
If the writes occur in different iterations of L, then record
an Output Dependence.
Remove record of reads of location M .
To make this discussion more concrete, consider the loops: 3 ). The original loop descriptor for the inner (j) loop (loop 2), however, is not on the stack since the first execution of that loop finished. However, the descriptor persists since it is referenced by the conflict descriptor for the array location. Since the outer loop is the least-common ancestor of both accesses and the read and write occur in consecutive loop iterations, the loop has a loop-carried flow dependence of distance 1.
In effect, this technique dynamically computes the minimum delay necessary to preserve the sequential semantics of a program. The computation is particular to a program and its input data and, unlike compiler analyses, does not require conservative approximations. Of course, the computed speedups are not achievable in general. However, they place an upper bound, which frequently is quite low, on the amount of loop-level parallelism in programs.
This technique detects all loop-carried flow and output data dependences occurring during a program's execution, but finds only a subset of the anti-dependences. Conflict descriptors record only a single read of a location, not all reads since the last modification. Therefore, they cannot track all antidependences between a series of reads and a subsequent write. Recording all reads is prohibitively expensive since many locations are frequently read and rarely written. Depending on the program, from 12-80% of the memory reads are not recorded and consequently cannot form an anti-dependen~e.~ Fortunately, recording a single read affects only statistics on the number of anti-dependences, not calculations of their effect on program performance. pp uses the read that executed latest to calculate the delay caused by an anti-dependence. This choice ensures that subsequent writes are delayed by the maximum amount.
pp does not find spurious dependences caused by reuse of locations on the program stack. For example, consider a loop that repeatedly invokes a function. Stack locations referenced in the first invocation will be used by subsequent invocations. They will cause dependences that would not occur if the calls used separate stacks-as they would on a parallel computer. pp avoids these spurious dependences by removing all stack locations referenced by a function from the conflict table when the function terminates. pp also avoids spurious dependences in dynamically-allocated storage with a similar 3The idea is analogous to the abstract interpretation used by Horwitz, Pfieffer, and Reps to detect data dependences in pointer-manipulating programs [lo] . However, their technique is applied by a compiler to the static text of the program to determine potential-not actual -dependences.
4However, not all of these reads are followed by a write that causes an anti-dependence. technique. When a block of storage is freed, pp clears the conflict descriptors for all locations in the block. pp uses the cycle count of the executed instructions as a measure of time. Most instructions take 1 tick except floatingpoint operations, which require up to 20 ticks. The times are from the MIPS R2000 and are similar for most RISC computers. However, the numbers ignore the effect of cache misses on loads and stores.
A loop's speedup is the ratio of its sequential to parallel execution time. This definition has an unusual aspect. An inner loop's speedup reduces the parallel execution time of every iteration of the surrounding loops, thereby permitting a loop's speedup to exceed the number of its iterations. For example, consider a pair of nested loops (see Fig. 4 ). Loop 0, the outer loop, has no loop-carried dependences, iterates 10 times, and each iteration costs 1000 ticks. Under pp's model, its parallel time is 1000 ticks and its speedup is 10. Suppose that loop 0 contains an inner loop I. This loop also has no loop-carried dependences, iterates 10 times, and each iterations cost 50 ticks. Its parallel time is 50 ticks and its speedup is 10. Executing the inner loop in parallel reduces the cost of loop 0's body from 1000 ticks to 550 ticks and increases 0 ' s speedup to 18. This calculation, of course, is predicated on the assumptions discussed in Section 111. The speedup would be less for more realistic models that bounded the available parallelism.
A program's speedup can be estimated from its loop speedups. Since loops nest, pp cannot simply add the parallel execution times to compute the program's parallel execution time. Instead, this cost is the sum of the cost of the top-level (nonnested) loops and the top-level nonlooping code.
This analysis is not unreasonably expensive. Trace regeneration and parallelism analysis is 200-500 times slower than a program's execution. The exact slowdown depends mainly on the number of dependence that are encountered. A slightly more serious problem is the memory cost of pp's data structures. Their size is proportional to the number of referenced memory locations. With large physical memories, this overhead is not exorbitant, although it clearly limits pp's ability to analyze extremely large programs.
Several schemes would reduce both costs. First, many memory references are irrelevant to parallelism analysis since they correspond to memory accesses that cannot cause loopcarried dependences. These references can be eliminated from the trace before analysis. Another possibility is to group together several locations (e.g., by truncating the low-order bits of the address) to simulate the effect of cache blocks. pp currently truncates the two low-order bits and only recognizes dependence on memory words. Another alternative is Austin and Sohi's technique of making a prepass over a trace, in reverse order, to detect and mark the last reference to a location [3] . At this point, the location's conflict descriptors can be reclaimed. Although this technique does not work well with efficient tracing systems such as qpt, since it requires expansion and storage of a full trace, it greatly reduces memory requirements and permits several experiments to be run simultaneously [2]. This section presents measurements of six programs. The programs range in size from a thousand to a hundred-thousand source lines. Table 1 characterizes the programs in more detail. All were compiled at -0 2 by MIPS cc version 2.10 and completely traced (including libraries).
Three programs are symbolic applications that perform few floating-point operations: gcc, xlisp, and espresso. gcc is the GNU C compiler compiling and optimizing a 775-line file. xlisp is a lisp interpreter running a program that solves the 5-queens problem. espresso is a PLA minimization program running on a 7-input, 10-output PLA. These programs form most of the integer portion of the SPEC 89 benchmark suite 1211. The program inputs are smaller than the official SPEC 89 inputs, both because of the large time and disk space requirements to fully analyze the SPEC benchmarks5 and to make the computations comparable to the numeric test cases. In addition, for most of these programs, using the full input-for example, computing 9 queens in xlisp-would not change the conclusions since the level of parallelism is extremely low and is due to inherent constraints, not input size.
The other three programs perform numeric computations: sgefu, dcgc, costscale. sgefu is a gaussian elimination program running a variety of test cases. dcgc is a preconditioned conjugate gradient package running a variety of test cases. costScule finds a feasible flow in a network that minimizes a linear cost function. Although it performs many floating-point operations, it uses data structures similar to those in symbolic programs. These numeric programs were not optimized for a supercomputer or parallel computer. They are straightforward, albeit reasonable efficient, implementations of well-known algorithms. Table I1 contains the ratio of the programs' sequential to parallel execution times-their speedup-calculated by pp under a variety of assumptions. The column labeled All includes all loop-carried dependence in the speedup calculation. The column labeled Standard omits the effects of simple, registercarried dependences that a compiler could easily eliminate. These include anti-and output dependence carried through integer and floating-point registers, which could be eliminated by register renaming in the compiler or hardware. In addition, in this mode, pp ignores cycles consisting of a single instruction of these benchmarks requires 17 months of CPU time [SI.
For example, the less expensive task of simulating the cache performance with a register-carried flow dependence (a recurrence). Most of these recurrences arise from loop induction variables, whose modification is easily parallelized. The column labeled No Znt Reg ignores dependence carried through the integer, but not the floating-point, registers. The column labeled N o Reg omits the effects of all dependences carried through any register. The final column, labeled None, ignores all dependences, whether carried through registers or memory. The rest of the paper, unless otherwise stated, uses measurement collected under the Standard assumption.
The programs' speedup differed widely. Under the most restrictive assumption-that all dependences are preserved-only xlisp and dcgc have speedups larger than 2. However, as this restriction is relaxed-by assuming register renaming and fast recurrence solutions for registercarried flow dependences (the Standard assumption)-the purely numeric programs (sgefa and dcgc) achieve significant speed improvement. The other programs, however, do not benefit much from this change. Most of the numeric programs' speedup results from breaking loop induction variable recurrences. If all register-carried dependence are eliminated (No Reg), sgefa and costScule improve by another factor of three, but the other programs are left basically unchanged. This suggests that symbolic programs either have no loop-level parallelism or are constrained by memorycarried dependences. Under the final assumption-that all dependence are eliminated-the programs divide into two groups. Symbolic programs have a relatively small speed improvements , in comparison to numeric applications (623-4884). Although pp's parallel execution model is optimistic, only the two array-manipulating numeric programs, (sgefa and dcgc), and the hybrid numeric program, costScule, benefited significantly from loop-level parallelism. The discussion below demonstrates that this dichotomy is a consequence of fundamental differences in program structure and data usage between numeric and symbolic programs.
This section uses two forms of graphs to summarize the vast amount of information collected by pp. The first graph (e.g., Fig. 5 ) contains a cumulative distribution. In Fig. 5 , the horizontal axis is the ratio of sequential to parallel time (speedup) and the vertical axis is the percentage of loop invocations that achieved a given or lower speedup. The second type of graph (e.g., Fig. 6 ) is a scatter plot that compares the speedup (vertical axis) attained by a loop against its sequential cost (horizontal axis). The diamonds are the average speedup for all invocations of a loop while the error bars indicate the loop's minimum and maximum speedup. The differences between symbolic and numeric programs pervade their loops. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of loop speedups. Each invocation of a loop is measured separately. A loop is invoked when control reaches its first instruction and terminated when control exits its body. Note the large difference between the numeric and symbolic program's speedups. Around 75% of the loop invocations in sgefu and 36% of dcgc's invocations achieve speedups larger than 10. By contrast, almost all symbolic loops (over 95%) have a speedup less than 10 and almost no invocations (< 0.5%) have a speedup of 100 or more.
This graph does not distinguish small, inexpensive loops from the computationally-important ones that dominate program execution. In fact, computationally-expensive loops in numeric programs produce large speedups and consequently cause a significant reduction in execution time. In symbolic programs, smaller loops typically had large speedups, which did not produce much of a reduction in the programs' total time. For example, the graphs in Fig. 6 compare speedup against total sequential loop time (including nested loops) for sgefu and espresso. In both programs, many medium-sized loops (1000-100 000 ticks) had significant speed improvements. However, sgefu (and dcgc) also contained several large (> 1 000 000 tick) loops with large speedups. These loops accounted for most of the programs' parallel speedup. By contrast, espresso contained no loops with cost greater than 100 000 ticks that had a speedup larger than 10.
Two factors limit a loop's speedup in the doucross model: the number of iterations and the frequency and distance of loop-carried data dependences. Fig. 7 shows the number of iterations per loop invocation. The graph again illustrates a stark difference between numeric and symbolic programs. 90% of the numeric loops iterate 80 or fewer times. However, 90% of the symbolic loops iterate 12 or fewer times (6 times if costscale is excluded). A possible objection to these measurements is that the number of iterations is proportional to problem size and that with different input, symbolic programs would iterate more times. However, the inputs were chosen so all programs executed for roughly the same time. Increasing the problem size also benefits numeric programs. In addition, simply increasing the length of the input to programs such as gcc and xlisp would not cause most loops to iterate more times, unless the input also changed qualitatively.
Another way to compare loops is to examine their sequential execution time. Loops that execute few instructions-even if they iterate many times-have little potential for parallel execution, particularly on real computers in which initiating a parallel task has nontrivial overhead. In addition, large speedups on these loops may have little effect on the overall program cost. Fig. 8 shows the sequential time per loop invocation. Most loops in symbolic programs (65-85%) execute in fewer than 100 ticks and very few loops (< 5%) require more than 1000 ticks. By contrast, although numeric programs (including costscale) have a significant proportion of small loops, 30% of their loops execute in 500 ticks or more (6000 ticks for dcgc). However, the difference between the groups is less striking when we examine time per iteration (not invocation). Fig. 8 shows that iterations in both symbolic and numeric programs typically execute less than 100 ticks. In particular, dgcg and sgefu execute most iterations in 10-20 ticks. Consequently, the difference in loop cost is primarily due to the number of iterations per invocation, not the amount of work performed in each iteration. Another difference between the two types of programs is the variability in both the loop time and number of loop iterations. Table I11 shows the variance in the time and number of iterations per loop invocation. The first column is the sum of the coefficient of variation for each loop. The second column contains the sum weighted by each loop's contribution to the program's execution time. Unweighted variance is a better metric since the weighted numbers can be dominated by an outer loop, which may be invoked once and have no variance. The unweighted variances of symbolic programs are much larger than those of numeric programs. In addition, in symbolic (but not numeric) programs, the time variance is larger than the variance in the number of iterations. This implies that symbolic programs take different paths, which require different amounts of time, in distinct iterations of a loop.
The other constraint on a program's speedup under doucross scheduling is data dependences, which inhibit loop concurrency. Fig. 9 illustrates the frequency of loop-carried flow dependences per loop iteration (except for the scale, the plot per loop invocations is similar). Surprisingly, numeric and symbolic programs (except cosfScule) have similar dependence frequency. sgefu and dcgc have a slightly more (88-90%) iterations without dependences do than gcc and xlisp (SO-85%). espresso has the largest proportion of iter- costScule's behavior is very different. Only 20% of its iterations contain no dependences. However, its proportion of iterations with 7 or more dependences is similar to the other programs.
The distance of a loop-carried dependence also affects a loop's concurrency since short distances prevent many iterations from overlapping. Fig. 9 illustrates the loop-carried flow dependence distances. Numeric programs generally have a noticeably higher percentage of flow dependences of distance 1 (92-96%) than symbolic programs (40-88%). However, the difference soon disappears. Except for espresso, all symbolic programs have a higher proportion of dependences of distance 2 or less than sgefa and the same is true of dcgc for dependences of distance 4 or less. This means that numeric programs contain more long dependences. For example, sgefa has more dependences of distance 9 or more than any program.
The lack of a full record of anti-dependences prevents accurate measurements of their frequency. However, Fig. 10 shows that output dependences occur in a slightly lower proportion of loop iterations than flow dependences. Another difference is that output dependences rarely have a distance larger than 1, even in costscale.
The differences in dependence frequency and distance alone are too small to explain the large differences in the programs' speedup. The numeric programs have slightly better characteristics for loop parallelism: fewer iterations with dependences and longer dependence distances. However, the difference is small in comparison with the large difference in potential parallelism (i.e., the number of iterations).
Loop-carried data dependences, although absent from most loop iterations, occur on a significant percentage of memory references. Table IV shows the frequency of loop-carried dependences among memory references and the ratio of memorycarried to register-carried dependences. Flow dependences are the most common memory-carried dependences. They occur on a much higher proportion of the memory references in numeric programs (25-31%) as compared to symbolic programs (7-12%) .
In all programs, register-carried dependences are much more common than memory-carried dependences. Among these dependences, output (and presumably anti-) dependences are more common than flow dependences. Fortunately, these false dependences arise from register reuse and do not prevent parallel execution. Table V further categorizes loop-carried dependences by the referenced object's type and the form of the reference. Integer Register records conflicts caused by objects in a processor's general purpose (integer) registers. Floating-point Register records conflicts caused by accesses to the floatingpoint registers. Static Heap records conflicting accesses to objects statically allocated in memory when a program begins execution. Dynamic Heap records conflicts over data structures or arrays dynamically allocated in the heap. Finally, Stuck heavily uses a1 loca, which dynamically allocates space on the stack. Resources that are reused, such as registers, have a higher proportion of anti-and output than flow dependences.
VI. OPTIMIZATIONS records conflicting accesses to the program's control stack.
Different programming styles in the programs cause conflicts to appear in different places. Numeric programs obviously use the floating-point registers more than symbolic programs. Note however, that the vast majority register-carried flow dependences in sgefu are integer. xlisp is the only program that has many static heap conflicts since it heavily uses global variables. gcc has many stack conflicts since it Optimization improves the performance of doacross loops by reducing the number of loop-carried data dependences. This change reduces the delay necessary to serialize conflicts and hence the time to complete a loop. As a first step in developing these optimizations, it is worth determining the potential benefits of different optimizations. This section attempts to predict these benefits by selectively ignoring dependences while computing a program's speedup. 
A. Eliminating Dependences
To obtain an upper bound on the benefits of doacross optimization, pp can ignore all loop-carried data dependences.
The last column of Table I1 contains the resulting speedups.
The programs can be divided into three categories. The first group (gcc and costScale) benefits significantly from eliminating all dependences. Compiler optimizations that eliminate loop-carried dependences can significantly improve the parallel execution of these programs. Optimization need not be effective for all loops since the improvements were due to changes in a few loops. The next group's (sgefa and dcgc) performance was already good, but they also benefited by eliminating dependences. The final group's (xlisp and espresso) performance is not greatly improved by eliminating these dependences. The parallelism in these two programs is not expressed at the loop level. Note, however, the responses cannot be entirely categorized along the numeric-symbolic dichotomy since gcc belongs in the first group.
The utility of these numbers is that they form an upper bound on the benefits of optimizing the programs. In reality, a compiler cannot eliminate all dependences because of a variety of constraints: some dependences carry information between iterations; compiler analyses are never precise; and the resulting program may be too expensive to execute. Nevertheless, these measurements demonstrate that no optimization will significantly improve the doacross scheduling of xlisp and espresso. Improvements in their parallel performance must come from other sources. The measurements help a compiler writer identify and characterize loops for which optimization can produce a substantial performance improvement.
The programs' different responses can be understood in light of other data collected by pp. xlisp and espresso execute very few iterations per loop invocation (fewer than 10 iterations for 96% of espresso's and 99% of xlisp loop invocations). In addition, each iteration executed in a short time (fewer than 50 ticks for over 90% of the iterations in both programs). These programs do not contain loops that can execute successfully in parallel.
To isolate further the effect of different types of dependences, pp can ignore particular loop-carried dependences when computing delays and speedups. Table VI shows the speedups that result from ignoring all flow, anti-, or output dependences (in addition to the dependences eliminated by the Standard assumption). In general, only the impossible task of entirely eliminating flow dependences produced a nontrivial speedup. Eliminating storage-related dependences had little effect on programs' speed (with the exception of costscale). Since, in general, loop iterations are constrained by true dependence, eliminating storage-related dependences does not ensure good speedup unless the flow dependences can also be reduced. Table VI1 shows the speedups that result from ignoring conflicts in which the second statement references a dvnamic Another way to classify dependences is by the dynamic extent of the object manipulated by the conflicting statements. Dynamically-allocated objects are more difficult for a compiler to analyze precisely than Statically-allocated objects because their lifetime is unknown and because they are frequently q h e name may not be unique because of aliasing. However, efficient interprocedural techniques for computing aliases exist. The measurements in this section indicate that parallel compilers cannot expect to achieve good speedups in general unless they are able to eliminate all types of dependences within a loop. This task is considerably easier for numeric than symbolic programs, since most dependences in numeric arise because of array references. Array dependence analysis techniques are well-developed and effective for array expressions that arise in practice. Pointer-manipulating symbolic programs are much more difficult to parallelize since effective pointer analysis techniques do not yet exist.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper shows a new way to study the parallelism in a program without creating a parallel version of the program. pp uses a trace of the program's sequential execution to simulate its parallel behavior and to compute an upper bound on its performance on a parallel computer. pp, however, is not limited to optimistic calculations and could produce accurate time estimates by using a more realistic execution model. Nevertheless, the current measurements not only provide a basis for understanding the program's performance on a parallel computer-and hence a baseline against which the program's actual performance can be compared-but they also provide a wealth of detail about the program's dynamic behavior. This information is valuable to programmers, compiler writers, and people who construct tools for parallel programming.
Because of the qpt profiling system, these measurements require little effort on a programmer's part and do not consume much time during the program's execution or require large amounts of disk space. By adapting techniques from qpt to other compilers, it would be possible to analyze the parallelism in programs written in other languages, for example Lisp.
Measurements of six programs demonstrate a large difference between the two array-manipulating numeric programs and the other programs. The difference has two components. Primarily, symbolic programs have smaller loops that execute few iterations. Secondarily, loop-carried data dependences in symbolic programs constrain parallel execution to a greater degree. Most existing compilation techniques (including the doacross model used in this study) were developed for arraymanipulating programs. These techniques perform poorly for symbolic programs. New compilation techniques, execution models, and even programming languages, are necessary to compile symbolic programs for parallel machines.
We are currently extending pp in another direction by using its analysis framework to build a parallel programming tool that assists in parallelizing existing programs. The techniques described above effectively identify portions of a program that can profitably execute in parallel and the loop-carried dependences that inhibit parallel execution. We are working on increasing the efficiency of the analysis and developing techniques to present the results effectively.
